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Importance of grossing in ophthalmic pathology
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Ophthalmic pathology is a sub-specialty of pathology which deals with various ophthalmic tissues.1 The Principle of ophthalmic histopathology starts with grossing of the specimen received in ophthalmology laboratory.1 It include proper handling of the tissues, confirmation of requisition form with patient details, surgical descriptions and fixative used in the specimen.1,2 Most common fixative used in ocular pathology specimen is 10% neutral buffered formalin.1 Ophthalmic tissues (lid, conjunctiva, corneal button, orbital, choroid and retino-choroidal tissue, enucleated, eviscerated exenterated specimens) and other specimens include crystalline and intraocular lens, anterior chamber or vitreous fluid, trabeculectomy and vitrectomy specimens.1,2 In many occasions, frozen section specimen for eyelid and conjunctival tumor cases, map biopsies and other non-specific specimens such as parasites, foreign bodies and various other fluids requires gross specimen examination under the different objective of grossing and compound microscopy.1-3 Ophthalmic pathologists should pay attention to the patient’s profile in the laboratory requisition form (s) which includes clinical summary and diagnosis.1,2 Name of the patient, age, type and site of tissue, eye involved (right or left), date and time of surgery and surgeon’s name need to be clearly mentioned in the requisition and grossing form (s).1,2 It is very important to note that if the specimen is subjected to electron microscopy, it needs not be fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin and preserved in 2% glutaraldehyde solution.1,2 For cytology, a specimen is immediately centrifuged then smeared in 95% alcohol.1 In case of impression cytology by Millipore filter paper, the fixation is done by 95% methanol or ethanol.1

In retinoblastoma specimen, if genetic study has to be done from the eyeball then trephining of tumor is done in a fresh eyeball without fixation.1 Immediately after the trephining procedure, the site of the trephine is marked with tissue tek pencil and after that specimen is sifted to the bottle containing 10% formalin.1

Gross pathologic examination of enucleated eyeball includes side determination to confirm which eye was involved and sent.1 External features of the eyeball are documented meticulously. Measurement of globe in anterior-posterior, horizontal and vertical meridian is done with measurement of cornea in horizontal and vertical diameter. Pupil diameter and optic nerve (Length and diameter) are measured. All measurements are best done by digital vernier caliper. Transillumination test is done to know in which plane eyeball has to be cut. Cut end of the optic nerve is submitted separately. Pupil-optic nerve section is made in the main eyeball and documentation of cut section of the eyeball is made under the grossing microscopy. For retinoblastoma, three calottes are being made in one half of the eyeball by the bread loaf technique.4 Intraocular tumor measurement in relation to base and height of the mass along with documentations of other additional features are made. The abnormalities are described from anterior to posterior side of the eyeball. For
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choroidal melanoma, vortex vein exits are seen carefully.

Grossing of other biopsy specimens are done with external documentations using grossing microscope and digital camera. If the specimens are very small, a drop of Eosin is put on the specimen before processing for its future identification during processing. Corneal buttons are measured in diameter and thickness and one half is submitted for processing. For map biopsy, all specimens have to be taken as per surgeon’s diagram drawn in the form and submitted for further processing. Frozen section biopsy is very important particularly to demark its margins and base of the tumor.

Recent innovation in grossing documentation: 

Author had developed a novel cost effective and rapid staining of raw specimens in ophthalmic pathology by using sodium fluorescein dye. We know that some of the ocular structures are transparent. Cells in them can be visualized with this staining technique. After grossing the specimen, a tiny piece of tissue is cut and placed on an uncoated glass slide with a drop of sodium fluorescein dye. The drop is delivered by using a syringe with needle. The stained tissues are immediately seen in different objective of a compound microscope. The contact time of stain and tissue is around 30 to 45 seconds. Author was able to get significant results in documenting eyelid tumors like sebaceous gland carcinoma, benign sebaceous gland hyperplasia, retinoblastoma and choroidal melanoma seeds, septate fungus, few viral inclusions bodies, parasitic bodies, drusens, retinal pigment epithelium and uveal and dendritic cells in peripapillary optic nerve etc. For pathology of retinoblastoma, special precautions were taken not to distort anatomy of the tumor morphology in the calottes.

To sum up, grossing of ophthalmic tissue is very important step before practical histopathology, special histochemical and immunohistochemical staining. Ophthalmic pathologist should be versed with each and every step in gross pathology for the optimum result.
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